Stereophonic

THE FISHER 600

SCHEMATIC and

PARTS LIST

MODEL 600

CHASSIS SERIAL NUMBERS
20001 — 29999 INCLUSIVE

PRICE: $1.00

FISHER RADIO CORPORATION · NEW YORK
COILS, CHOKES AND TRANSFORMERS

Symbol Description Part No.

L1 Choke, 3.3 Micro Henries L5006-6-8
L2 Coil, FM Antenna L726-124
L3 Coil, AM Antenna L726-139
L4 AM Ferrite Loop L721-136
L5 Choke, 1 Micro Henry L5006-2
L6, 7 Choke, .56 Micro Henries L5006-9-19
L8 Choke, RF L629-80
L9 Coil, FM RF L726-126
L10 Coil, FM Oscillator L726-125
L11, 13 Choke, 1 Micro Henry L5006-9-1
L12 Choke, .56 Micro Henries L5006-9-19
L14 Choke, 1 Micro Henry L5006-3
L15, 16, 17, 18 Choke, Filament Ferrite Bead L592-189
L19 Coil, AM Oscillator L50210-21
L20 Choke, 1.2 Micro Henries L5006-3
L21 Coil, 10k Filter L644-120
T1 Transformer, Output T720-116
T2, 3 Transformer, Output T720-116
Z1 Transformer, FM IF Z662-117
Z2 Transformer, FM IF Z22987
Z3 Limiter Coil Assembly L670-145
Z4 Transformer, FM Detector Z592-170
Z5 Transformer, AM RF L556-123
Z6 Transformer, AM IF Z55010-1
Z7 Transformer, AM IF Z22984

MISCELLANEOUS

Symbol Description Part No.

F1 Fuse, 3.2 Ampere, Slo-Blo F3319
I1, 2 Lamp, Dial Panel 1-50082-3
S1 Switch, Selector S720-154
S2 Switch, Mono-Stereo S720-151
S3 Switch, Slide S50200-2
S4 Switch, Power Part of R132
S5, 6, 7, 8, 9 Switch, Slide S50200-2

MECHANICAL PARTS

Symbol Description Part No.

—— Dress Panel, Screened A5720-114
—— FM Dial Pointer A720-158
—— AM Dial Pointer A720-159
—— Knob, Tuning E50133-2
—— Knob, Selector and Mono-Stereo E50133-2
—— Knob, Bass and Treble, Rear E50135-1
—— Knob, Bass and Treble, Front E50152
—— Knob, Volume and Balance E50154-1
—— 9-Pin Tube Shield E2287
—— 7-Pin Tube Shield E3300
—— Speaker Terminal Strip E50170-10
—— Plastic Leg H657-145
—— Dial Glass N720-113
—— Fuse Holder X1036